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Xilica and Barco Click for Hybrid Workplace

Helping businesses establish a flexible, agnostic BYOM strategy, Xilica and Barco integrate 
for meetings in a click.

Toronto, Canada - July 30, 2021   Xilica®, the provider of collaboration products that help unlock the power of human 
connection, has partnered with Barco, a world leader in professional visualization technologies, to bring complete 
collaboration solutions to corporate AV environments. The partnership provides customers with tightly integrated 
video and audio components to support BYOD presentations, ensuring a fully compatible wireless ecosystem within 
meeting spaces and conference rooms that will also support hybrid meetings.

The technical architecture integrates Xilica Solaro Series DSPs with Barco’s ClickShare Conference wireless 
conferencing system, establishing a one-click operation to quickly bring BYOD presentations to life. The workflow 
both streamlines the process of launching a presentation and connecting to meeting room AV peripherals. It also 
establishes a nearly touch-free operation for the presenter — a critical strategy for employee safety as workers return 

to offices.

“COLLABORATING WITH BARCO HELPS US DRIVE A MORE SEAMLESS 
MEETING EXPERIENCE FOR END-USERS IN THE WORKPLACE OF THE 
FUTURE. WITH A SINGLE CLICK, AUDIO AND VIDEO JOIN TO CREATE 
IMMERSIVE COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR ANYONE – REGARDLESS 
OF DEVICE.”

James Knight, COO, Xilica.

Introduced last year, ClickShare Conference builds on its predecessor ClickShare by automatically and wirelessly 
connecting laptops and mobile devices to cameras, microphones, speakers and other AV components in the room. 
This allows presenters to deliver an immersive conferencing experience that supports wireless presentations to 
in-room displays, as well as soft codec conferencing systems such as Microsoft Teams, Cisco WebEx and Zoom for 
remote and hybrid meetings.

Xilica’s Solaro Series DSPs boost voice intelligibility, eliminate noise and echo, and deliver seamless room control in 
alignment with ClickShare Conference via USB connectivity. The two products immediately lock in once a presentation 
is launched, with Xilica processing and managing all audio moving in and out of the DSP. Options include the flagship 
Solaro FR1 and its compact, quarter-rack-width sibling, Solaro QR1. ClickShare Conference’s compatibility with Xilica’s 
full range of Solaro products ensure flexible options for integrators, including local processing with a small footprint, 
or AoIP-based centralized processing to handle the wider building.

“Partnering with Xilica provides our customers with a far more robust audio solution that will drive stronger 
engagement with people in the room and those dialling in from home,” stated David Fitzgerald, VP Global Alliances, 
Barco. This shines a brighter light on the power of ClickShare Conference, and effectively creates a true ‘Bring Your 
Own Meeting’ solution that offers genuine ease of use and simplicity in any meeting room.”

Fitzgerald notes that while the initial go-to-market strategy will address corporate AV environments, the two 
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companies will expand their horizons to support K-12 and higher education, with flexible options for traditional 
classrooms, lecture halls and large auditoriums.

-ENDS-

About Barco

Barco designs technology to enable bright outcomes around the world. Seeing beyond the image, we develop 
visualization and collaboration solutions to help you work together, share insights, and wow audiences. Our focus 
is on three core markets: Enterprise (from meeting, classroom and control rooms to corporate spaces), Healthcare 
(from the radiology department to the operating room), and Entertainment (from movie theaters to live events and 
attractions). In 2020, we realized sales of 770 million euro. We have a global team of 3,300 employees, whose passion 
for technology is captured in 461 granted patents. 

About Xilica

Xilica® creates collaboration products that help unlock the power of human connection. Built on decades of 
reimagining how people use technology, Xilica’s solutions bridge the distance between individuals, teams, ideas and 
organisations — unleashing the power of understanding to transform business and society for the better. Through our 
focus on the enterprise, education and government markets, Xilica and its partners touch the daily lives of people in 
more than 100 countries.

For more information visit xilica.com
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